At Cloncurry State School P-12, we believe that wearing the school uniform correctly assists students to identify with the school and to feel positive about their learning environment. We value neat, tidy and dignified personal presentation which prepares students for the workforce and develop pride in being part of a team.

**All Students (Prep to Year 12)**
- Gold Polo with grey sleeves and school emblem on pocket.
- Plain black shorts, skirts or skorts of a conservative length only. (Preferred style includes school logo on leg).
- Black denim jeans are permissible if not faded or ripped.
- Fully enclosed running style footwear with a thick rubber sole and either laces or velcro to enable the shoe to be securely fastened to the foot.
- Black leather shoes are optional.
- Plain white socks.
- Full brimmed hat (black is the preferred colour. School hats are available from the office).

**JEWELLERY:**
- Sleepers and studs (as earrings) – plain gold or silver
- Watch
- Necklaces, bracelets, rings, anklets and facial piercings are not permissible.

The Cloncurry State School community expects students enrolled at the school to wear the school uniform. Parent/Caregiver cooperation and support is sought to ensure that our school uniform is worn **AS SPECIFIED WITHOUT ALTERATIONS**. It is not acceptable to wear a mix of uniform pieces.

**A FULL RANGE OF UNIFORMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE SCHOOL OFFICE.**
FORMAL UNIFORM:

Junior Secondary (Years 7-10)
- White formal shirt with grey stripe and school logo
- Black A-Line skirt or black skorts (girls)
- Black formal shorts
- Black leather lace up shoes
- Plain white socks
- Black trousers/slacks optional

Senior Secondary (Years 11 and 12)
- School tie (black, gold and grey stripe)
- White formal shirt with grey stripe and school logo
- Black A-Line skirt or black skorts (girls)
- Black formal shorts
- Black leather lace up shoes
- Plain white socks
- Black trousers/slacks optional

WINTER UNIFORM:

- The school tracksuit jacket and pants are available from the office. Alternatively, a plain black tracksuit may be worn.
- Leggings/tights may be worn underneath shorts, skirts or skorts.
- Senior Students are permitted to wear their senior jackets.

FREE-DRESS DAYS: Clothing that carries offensive designs is unacceptable. Outfits which bare midriffs or revealing or inappropriate clothing must not be worn. Safety procedures cannot be compromised and the wearing of thongs, sandals and singlets are not permitted.

INTER-HOUSE SPORTS DAYS: Students may wear suitable clothing in house colours: Burke – Red; Wills – Green.